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How can I manage so much information?

EndNote Web
The Web-based Research & Writing Tool

Zotero

RefWorks

Mendeley
What’s Mendeley?

Reference manager

Social network & Sharing platforms

API / Apps

EndNote Web
RefWorks
zotero
ResearchGate
Academia.edu
Altmetric
Google Play
How does it work?

Mendeley Desktop (local)

Click "Sync" to automatically back up and synchronize your library across desktop, web and mobile.

Syncronizing (Sync)

Mendeley web (cloud)

You can also add references and edit & manage your library online.
Before getting started

UAB landing page
Getting a Premium Plan for UAB members:

www.uab.cat/biblioteques/mendeley
www.uab.cat/bibliotecas/mendeley/
www.uab.cat/libraries/mendeley/

Accepted domains:

  uab.cat / uab.es
  e-campus.uab.cat / e-campus.uab.es
Basic toolkit

desktop

UAB library collection

sfx.cbuc.cat/uab
First step: downloading the desktop application
As a reference manager...

Direct

Indirect

.Bib

Bibliographic information sources such as Catalogues, journal platforms, reference databases, etc.
As a reference manager...
As a reference manager ...
As a reference manager...

Here is a sentence from a paper:

There are a lot of poisonous plants, but not all of them kill you. Some may just cause you to itch or throw up (Ballantin 145).

**Brief Citation (abbreviated reference to the source)**

**Bibliography**

**List of sources**


**Bibliographic citation (complete description of the source)**
Creating a personal library

Help-->Show the welcome screen

Drag and drop PDFs

Your folders

Import text files (RIS, bibtex, etc.)
Teamworking
Inserting citations

Install MS Word plugin

Track your published research

Insert a citation...
As a social network ...

- Working in groups
- Share content
- Make an open/collaborative catalogue (references and/or pdfs)
- Find papers, contact researchers and groups you could be interested in
Mendeley as a discovering tool

Collective catalogue

Research groups

Researcher profiles

Link to your library collection

sfx.cbuc.cat/uab
Is Mendeley linked with your library?

Do not forget to set up the UAB Library collection
sfx.cbuc.cat/uab
Let’s recap

Reference databases (WOK, SCOPUS, etc.)

Writing papers, thesis, etc.

Social network for academics

Collaborative catalogue

web
Help yourself
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